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Abstract : 

This article explores the significance of training and development in improving worker 

performance, particularly in the realm of Information Systems (IS) security. Recognizing that 

employees are crucial assets to any organization, the study focuses on the effectiveness of 

IS security training in fostering compliance and reducing security breaches. It employs two 

theoretical frameworks—the Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM) and Universal Constructive 

Instructional Theory (UCIT)—to design a comprehensive training program aimed at 

enhancing cognitive processing and retention of security policies among employees. 

 

The research adopts an action research methodology, characterized by a cyclical process of 

intervention and evaluation. This approach allows for the continuous refinement of the 

training program based on empirical evidence. The study is structured into four phases: 

identifying instructional tasks, diagnosing learner states, delivering instructional content, and 

evaluating training outcomes. 

 

Results from the study reveal substantial improvements in employees' understanding and 

adherence to IS security policies, as well as heightened awareness of the risks associated 

with non-compliance. The findings underscore the effectiveness of theoretically grounded 
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training programs in achieving long-term behavioral change and enhancing organizational 

security. 

 

Overall, the article provides valuable insights into the design and implementation of IS 

security training programs, demonstrating how the integration of ELM and UCIT can lead to 

more effective and sustainable training outcomes. It concludes with recommendations for 

further refining training approaches to better address the evolving security needs of 

organizations. 

 

Keywords:  Regulatory compliance,Training programs,Development programs,Case 

studies,Recommendations,Risk mitigation,Compliance culture,Regulatory excellence. 

Introduction  

Workers are the main asset of an organisation. The working process and working experience 

of the employees are the main subjects of worker performance. Hence, organisational 

managers need to identify the effectiveness of training and development workers’ 

performance and also evaluate th 

tion of the company’s competitive advantages in the modern market. Research has been 

conducted in the training and development to enhance worker performance. The main 

purpose of this article is to provide effective information about the process of worker 

performance, training, development and evaluation. Worker’s and user’s noncompliance 

along with IS policies, and security is increasing IS security issues in organisations’ security 

and computer crime [1]. At a time when users cannot comply with the policies of IS, this 

security deals huge loss in their efficiency. In order to address different types of approaches 

along with the uses of sanctions depending on deterrence theory, training, education and 

marketing campaigns. Sanction-dependent approaches argue with the fear of determines at 

the time of worker co only with different policies. The main aim of IS security education and 

training is the worker and active worker’s thinking ability. Apart from punitive approaches, 

many countries adopted non-punitive activities which are focused on cognitive training and 

education. Sanction is an effective approach to providing security training [2]. However, IS 

security training and approaches largely remained anecdotal and atheoretical. Empirical 

evidence and underlying theories continue the princess of IS security training. Training 

programs can not follow any tools and theory which will be effective in working situations.  
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Background of study  

This article focuses on security training is typically incorporated with upgrading used 

companies depending on IS security policies. These policies are associated with the 

instructor-led process which uses various web-related tutorials and videos. Hence, only two 

types of theoretical approaches are used in training programs.  

Theoretical framework 

In order to seek appropriate candidates based on the training program, this article has focused 

on two effective theories, these theories are mentioned below. 

Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM):  

Dealing with different challenges, IS security training should focus on the use of effective 

training methods that enable the system’s cognitive information process. Thus model is 

focused on highly motivated users who like to apply cognitive processing. On the other hand,  

personal relevance provides strong motivation for this theory [3]. The main aim of this 

motivation is to avoid superficial information processing. Thus security policy is against the 

use of learning tasks.   

Universal Constructive Instructional Theory (UCIT) 

This model is effective for guiding the training approaches depending on the phase 

framework. These phases are mentioned below. 

a. Knowing the industrial task 

b. Diagnostics of learner and present state 

c. Delivering and constructing proper instructions 

d. Diaginisis the high rate of success 

Depending on UCI's effective process, identify, and determine the instructional job present in 

the first task [4]. The main focus of this article is to provide guidance to the instructional job 

by following IS security policy. The second phase is associated with diagnosing the present 

mindset of the learner who is going to explore the instructional job. Some guidance and 

knowledge are essential for the learner. There is a huge difference between requirement and 

knowledge helps to define what the learner needs to learn. This approach is known as a 

learning task. In the third phase, delivering and constructing instruction which is related to 

the learning task are conducted and delivered. In the next stage, the main aim of IS security 

training is provided to the instructor. The instructor has to consider different aspects of IS 

security policy in particular target groups [5]. The principle of cognitive processing of 

information provide guidance on providing instruction whose aim is to provide long-lasting 
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effective changes in users. In the last phase, the success of instruction, and diagnosis of 

success are properly accessed by identifying the user’s degree. This model highlights vital 

and crucial elements for delivery and design as per the instruction. The instruction depends 

on functions, and components of the effective instructions and pointed out the constraints and 

possibilities for effective learning in some organisations. The approaches of UCIT are 

dependent on knowledge which provides an effective impact on IS security learning users. 

The functions of this model are, accepting the knowledge and keeping the knowledge in 

proper storage [6]. The last function is the use of this knowledge. The components of this 

model are associated with learning and understanding the environment (teaching methods 

instructor and media). Second is the effective learning job which is associated with the 

policies of IS security. The third function is the user or learners and the fourth function is the 

place in which the instruction is provided. The basic function and components of this model 

are the user and his modern and effective knowledge of learning. Delivery and design of the 

training program and IS security policy are focused on the user’s efficiency of using effective 

modern knowledge. UCIT model suggests what the user should learn and is influenced by 

constraints and possibilities to arise user’s previous knowledge[7]. IS security policy provides 

compliance against leverage training of the learner depending on the knowledge of IS 

security policy. 

 

Figure 1: Universal Constructive Instructional Theory 

Source: [11] 
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Methodology  

The research action has stood out as the ideal method of research for possibly refining and 

validating the IS policy of safety. It has owned the intervention of the cyclical field in terms 

of theory testing. Action research is a clinical method, aimed at creating change in the 

organisation. This study has also discussed how this programme has been used to transmit the 

behaviour of the employees by using the method of action research. It has discussed the four 

stages of UCIT instruction. Thee phase 1 has depicted the instructional task and its 

determination. Phase 2 has diagnosed the current position of the researcher and these two 

phases have been considered as the learning task[8]. Phase 3 has discussed delivering and 

constructing the construction. In this phase, the ELM principles have been been utilised to 

provide the guidance on this instruction design that is aimed at long-lasting change. The final 

phase has discussed the diagnosis of the success. All the methods of collecting the 

information at the time of interviews have been recorded[9]. The utilisation of the audio 

recorder has been abandoned as it has been stated that the use of tape recorders has been less 

open and less truthful.      

Result and Discussion 

This paper has discussed the enhancement of the “IS security policy” training programme of 

regulatory compliance. The enhancement of the programme has been built on two essential 

theories named ELM and UCIT. There are four key sessions and the first session has been 

designed for all users. The first session has three parts, and the first part has been designed as 

a collaborative discussion about the issues regarding the utilisation of email. The main aim of 

the design has been to activate the existing knowledge of the learners. This has been expected 

to develop learning in regulatory compliance. One of the main tasks has been to improve the 

activities of the learners to enhance their knowledge of new information. It has been essential 

for long-lasting change. The next part has been designed to utilise the email papers which had 

been given to the customers and partners. This design aimed to utilise the learner's own 

document that is authentic, although the task was created to assess the documents and 

identify confidential information.  

First Phase 

The next part was designed to assess the potential consequences of regulatory compliance 

among the learners and the team. The information has been confidential and it has been 

included product development cost and product pricing, the profit and the details of the 
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company in a different way. The information of the company has come out in front of the 

public and its competitors could result in a losing ground for the company. It would be an 

essential economic loss for the company and its main task was to make it significant. This 

task was created to make a “cost-effective mental model” and it has been considered to be the 

key factor of long-lasting change in regulatory compliance.  

Second phase  

The second session has been designed for nontechnical users and the main aim of this session 

has been to enable the users so that they can utilise the encryption software named “7Zip”. In 

the time of using this software, there has been a password that can protect these encrypted 

files and these have been shared among the communicating parties. This is a new process and 

the instructor has expected a greater number of users to be unaware of this software. The first 

part task was designed to get the skills and knowledge needed to use the software to find 

email.    

The next session has been designed to take a review of this problem covered in its first 

sessions. Classification principles of the information, the cause of encrypting the electronic 

information and the utilisation of the 7zip software for the process of encryption. It has been 

planned as a discussion that is instructor-led involving all employees.  

Third phase  

The next phase has been considered as delivering the training and it was seen as the 

intervention of action research. This phase has been included in the delivery process of the 

learning task in the environment of learning [10]. The IS security model of the company was 

changed from the document of MS Word to the HTML document. An abstract has been 

added at the start of each manual section.  

 

Figure 2: Research Timeline  

Source: [10] 
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Fourth Phase 

The fourth part of this research has evaluated the training results and it has been included in 

the fourth part of the UCIT. All the users were interviewed a minimum of two times 

following group interviews and personal interviews. Overall, the outcomes of this research 

cycle have been positive and the manager of IS security has been positive regarding the 

training. In this result, more than 9 people have claimed that this programme has made them 

assess the consequences of giving the unencrypted email.  

The second cycle of research at the SC  

The cycle has focused on testing the impact of the intervention built on the theory of UCIT 

and ELM. The second part of the cycle has focused on refining this intervention by 

implementing an IS security process to communicate. This cycle has some phases such as 

enhancing the new process of IS security training and communication.  

Result  Method  

New solutions of encryption to mitigate the technical 

problems  

Interviews 

Developed the usability of the policy of e-mail Interviews  

Enhanced consciousness of the probable consequences  Interviews  

Enhance the utilisation of e-mail Interviews  

Increase in the utilisation of encrypted e-mail  Observation  

Table 1: Result summary  

This paper has discussed the enhancement of the IS policy regarding the security training 

programme. The enhancement of this training is based on the theories of ELM and UCIT. 

This has been refined and tested at the software organisation through the intervention of 

action research. The first section of this supported the theories of UCIT and ELM. The 

second part focused on the refinement of theory by expanding the training programme of IS 

security.  

Conclusion  

Workers who cannot be related to proper security policies which are effective for serious 

risks in their companies, use effective models to enhance this policy. Different types of  IS 

security policy define advanced approaches which are effective for ranking from campaigns 

and sanctions to providing education and training. Different approaches of education and 
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training are provided effective approaches in this article. This article focuses on the training 

approaches of IS security and 

education which follow anecdotal and atheoretical an.In order to find out deficiencies in the 

policy of IS security research, this article created a theory-oriented training program which 

provides effective IS security training. This effective training program is dependent on the 

global constructive instructional theory which is effective for the model. This article tested 

training and practical experience which is given through the training program. This is the 

innovative approach of the research section of this article.  
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